ACROSS
5 date on which the Board of Directors announces a dividend payment
7 German Stock Index
9 deposit required to maintain a leveraged position
10 Japanese stock index
11 factor by which risk and return are amplified
13 extra deposit to maintain a leveraged position
14 instruction to buy or sell immediately at the market price
16 A limit order expires
17 instruction to buy once the price drops to $, or to sell once the price rises to $
18 the investor buys assets
20 date on which the dividend is paid
21 redefinition of existing shares
22 smallest price increment
23 Exchange that uses a specialist system

DOWN
1 list of outstanding limit orders
2 the percentage of the value of the stock for which the investor must deposit money
3 deposit required to establish a leveraged position
4 date on which the shares trade without the dividend
5 Average of 30 industrial stock prices
6 Federal Reserve rule governing margin requirements
8 date on which the dividend recipient's shares must be registered with the corporate trustee
12 shares in large, stable companies
15 Charles & Edward started the longest running stock index
17 the investor sells assets he does not own
19 Exchange that uses a system of competing market makers